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ことを思惟することはできるが、自らが思惟する
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Cogito ergo sum Corpus: Reexamination of  
Hobbes's Objections to Descartes's Meditations
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Abstract
Hobbes's objections to the Meditations on First Philosophy have disappointed many 
readers. His argument has been assessed as dogmatic for objection. But this paper shows 
Hobbes's argument correctly criticizes Descartes. Hobbes admits to Descartes' demonstration: 
“I think, therefore I am”. However, he refutes that "I" is not a thinking or any other immaterial 
things as Descartes says, because “I think, therefore I am thinking" is not correct reasoning. 
Based on the distinction between subject and action, Hobbes concludes that “which thinks 
is material rather than immaterial". Although Descartes criticized Hobbes' terminology, he 
does not correctly answer Hobbes' question of infinite regress. Hence, Hobbes' objection 
adequately refutes Meditations and this objection has important for understanding his 
materialism.
